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Manage your sellings, your 
team and your Marketing in 
one unique site. 
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… for that reason, we created Clientify

Our Mission is to help companies with our work to be commercially 
more efficient, agile and profitable with a Technology that 

simplifies and enhances Commercial and Marketing Management.



3With Clientify, selling is quite easier, communicating with your 

client and accurately measure your actions

Integrating every 
contact with the Client 

(CRM)

Measuring and 
analyzing data Managing social media 

platforms

Tracking the whole 
selling process

Upgrading the digital 
presence

Making Digital 
Marketing easy and 

effective Saving time and effort
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Marketing
Manage your Marketing in an easier, 
faster and more efficient way.

Sales
Manage and optimize the selling 
process, goals, budgets, tasks…

Social
Manage and improve your presence 
on Social Networks, automate, 
analyze and optimize.

SEO
Boost your digital brand in Search Engines, 
manage Organic positioning with data and 
not opinions.

Intelligence
Analyze the return on investment and 
discover how the metrics help you 
improve.

with 5 functional modules…
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Marketing
In email marketing, Inbox (WhatsApp), 
audiences, forms, remarketing, funnels, 
segmentations and labels.

Sales
In sales processes, sales opportunities, 
products, budgets, tasks, objectives...

Data base
Generate actions and communications 
according to the customer's activity, status or 
sales cycle by analyzing your own databases.

Tracking
Optimize your monitoring processes with 
omnichannel (Telephone, messaging, email, 
WhatsApp, integrations with other services...).

Business
Coordination of business processes of 
different departments and people.

…and 5 ways to automate
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And now WhatsApp! Improve the customer experience

clientify.com

Multi-user access
All your sellers will be able to access the same WhatsApp line 
and from each of their devices.

Centralized information
Communicate with your clients through INBOX with integrated 
WhatsApp. Have centralized and accessible conversations in a 
single place and always recorded in the history of each client.

Message automation
Depending on the behavior of your customers, you can send 
them WhatsApp messages in a personalized way and sell or 
reinforce other communications with them.

INBOX
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Digitization of mobility thanks to our APPs

clientify.com

Notifications on the device
Instant notifications that alert you to each new lead or assigned 
activity.

Voice recording
Leave a comment recorded in the record of each contact.

Contact recognition
All contacts registered in Clientify are recognized on your 
own device.

The INBOX in APP
Manage INBOX conversations also from the mobile 
application for Android and iOS.
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Connections with other software and applications

clientify.com

Suite Ecommerce Integration Social

Ads E-learning IP telephony XML

API
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Support and help in Spanish

clientify.com

chat support
24/7 live chat support

Help site
With hundreds of help articles so you don't miss a 
thing

Academy
Training content for learning and recycling to do 
Marketing and follow up on Sales
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Have all your customer data in a 
single environment
Have a database in a single online site (CRM) in 
an easy, accessible, secure and continuously 
enriched way.

Launch marketing campaigns
Easily design and launch Digital Marketing 
campaigns to attract new customers

Know your precise advertising 
ROI

Analyze the return on investment of Google ads 
and Facebook Ads: you will know exactly how 
much you invest to capture a sale.

Improve customer experience
You will feel cared for, you will promptly receive 
the information to generate more opportunities 
for you and you will be able to contact us 
through channels successfully attended by your 
team.

Time saving
Save time and streamline processes using 
automations.

What do you get when you have Clientify implemented?



11With Clientify you can enjoy more advantages than other 
products on the market... and paying much less.

✔ 50 users for your company.

✔ CRM up to 10,000 contacts.

✔ Marketing, Sales, Intelligence, Social and SEO modules.

✔ Connection with online stores.

✔ Tools for budgeting, lead scoring, goals, etc.

✔ Help in the initial configuration of 1 year.

✔ Chat support 24/7.

✔ Continuous training.

ENTERPRISE PLAN 

 $79/month

annual payment

✔ 50% discount with the annual plan Our most requested plan
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Presence in more than 25 countries.

More than 22,000 users.

Compliance with European GDPR regulations.

Committed to

Cybersecurity (ISO27000)

We are the most used Marketing and Sales 
automation platform in Spanish.



13A young company with a great team of professionals 
who are passionate about their work

Innovation is in our gene. You will discover that we are constantly creating new 

features.

Our main objective: to make life easy for the Entrepreneur and his collaborators.

Measure to improve. Improve to grow. Grow to generate wealth and well-being.
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clientify.com


